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Turner Whitted 1980

included a bounding volume hierarchy

reflection and refraction

adaptive antialiasing
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Ray Tracing flavors

Whitted 1980: shiny

reflection rays off perfect surfaces

shadow rays to point sources

Cook 1984 (distribution ray tracing): fuzzy

reflection rays are randomly perturbed off pure specular direction

soft shadows by sending rays to random points on area light source

Kajiya 1986 (path tracing): diffuse intereflection

Now go fully random for diffuse surfaces
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A typical batch 1980s ray tracing program (Whitted style ray tracing)

For each pixel

           Send a visibility ray (or many for antialiasing)

           If a diffuse surface, send a shadow ray to each light        
source and shade 

     If a mirror surface, send a reflection ray

            



A typical batch 1990s ray tracing program (Cook style ray tracing)

Allow shadow rays to go to a random point on area 
light

Allow specular rays to be perturbed specularly 
around the ideal reflection



Kajiya style diffuse interreflection

Note bounce light on bottom of squashed

sphere on the upper left



Denoising
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Ray Tracing Versus Rasterization for primary visibility

Rasterization: stream triangles to pixel buffer to see that pixels they cover

Ray Tracing: stream pixels to triangle buffer to see what triangles cover them
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Rasterization vs Ray Tracing
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What is a Ray?

USUALLY, at least conceptually, it is a 3D origin point and a direction of propagation, like a laser beam

How do I represent such a  thing in code?   As a line somehow?

In 2D a line might be y = mx + b (implicit equation)

In 3D can we do that?   No, there is no implicit equation for a 1D object embedded in 3D

How about geometrically?   The intersection of two planes?   Is rarely done.



Blending points

A linear combination of two points A and B
vec3 A
vec3 B
vec3 C = 0.9f*A - 0.2f*B
Arbitrary linear combinations of A and B like 
that are a point in the plane through the 
origin vec3(0,0,0) and A and B.
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Weighted average of points

vec3 A
vec3 B
vec3 C = (1.0f - 0.37f) * A + 0.37f * B
C will be on the 3D line through A and B
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A “parametric” 3D line

vec3 A
vec3 B
float t

vec3 C = (1-t)*A + t*B
t is the parameter that says where 
on the line C is
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t=-0.1
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t=+1.3



A ray as a half line

t >= 0

A

B



Variations on half-lines

Ray as half-line through A and B is all points P:

   P(t) = (1-t)*A + t*B
   P(t) = A + t*(B-A)
   P(t) = A + t*V
   P(s) = A + s*unit_vector(V)

   



Non-infinite rays
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0.05 < t < MAXFLOAT

0.0 < t < 1.0

-0.2 < t < 0.5A



What do we do with rays?

Ask various questions:

1. Does a ray hit anything for t > epsilon  (shadow query)
2. How far away is the nearest thing in the direction of the ray (proximity query)
3. What if anything does a ray first hit for t > epsilon (viewing query)
4. What if anything does a ray first hit for  13.2 < t < 22.5  (viewing query)
5. What are all the things hit by a ray (useful for things like CSG)



How to make rays faster

A brute force ray tracer 

    hit(ray)

             Test ray against every triangle

A faster ray tracer (if many rays are sent):

     Organize triangles into a tree structure 

     hit(ray)

              Traverse tree and test ray against triangles not culled in traversal
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The Bounding Volume Hierarchy (BVH)

There are many data structures used to help faster ray tracing but the BVH 
is the most common used

Building a BVH is typically O(N log N) for N triangles

Updating a BVH is typically O(N) for N triangles

Traversing a BVH (i.e., tracing a ray) is typically O(logN)
Usual program:   build BVH as preprocess, then per frame then loop over

                                 If needed update BVH

                                 Trace rays

 



Closing remarks

There is no single ray tracing ``algorithm’’

There are lots of algorithms that use ray tracing

The ray tracing query has lots of unexplored possibilities in the real time world-- it has never been 
available before

When programmable shading was made available to practitioners, they did many creative things few 
would have predicted.   There isn’t a “right” way to use ray tracing; add it as a arrow in your programming 
quiver and go create! 


